
What the activity does:
• Encourages self-motivation
• Builds on math skills such as critical 

thinking
• Promotes language development and 

self-expression
• Strengthens social skills such as 

collaboration and communication

What you need:
• Recipe box
• Index cards
• Colored markers
• Puzzles or homemade puzzles
• Printed number and word 

puzzles form Puzzles to Print
• Photos or pictures from 

magazines
• Sturdy paper
• Glue
• Three-ring binder
• Notebook paper
• Pencils
• Hole punch

What to do:
• Although school-aged children are often accustomed to routine 

transitions, there may be times when they need to wait for others. The 
following ideas can help children stay engaged. Explain how to use the 
waiting games, and then place them where they are accessible

• Waiting for friends: The first child who finishes an activity moves to an 
open space and thinks of a clapping pattern, movement, or short song. 
That child teaches the next child who finishes, and they continue 
practicing and teaching the clapping pattern, movement, or song until 
all children have joined in

• I Spy Box: Use a recipe box, index cards, and colored markers to create 
this game. On each card draw a colored box or a shape. The goal is for 
children to find as many objects as possible in the room that are that 
color or shape. Provide a notebook where children can make a list of the 
objects they see 

• Puzzle Box: Keep a box of puzzles that children can work on alone or 
together when they finish a task early or just need something to do. You 
can purchase or make picture puzzles, and print out number and word 
puzzles from Puzzles to Print

• Story Binder: Collect photos or pictures from magazines that are 
interesting and appropriate for children. Glue them to sturdy paper, 
hole punch them, and place them in a three-ring binder. Place several 
sheets of writing paper behind each picture. Invite children to write a 
story or poem about a picture that interests them. If they want to keep 
their story private, they can remove the paper. If they want to “publish” 
their story, they can leave it behind the picture for others to read
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The following activity will support your child’s learning while they are at home. Talk to your child 
and ask questions as you play. As your child listens to you, your child builds language and social 
skills, further reinforcing the concepts you are teaching. Match activities to your child’s favorite 
books, songs, or toys to make them more meaningful learning experiences. Visit our website at 

www.chs-ca.org and click on the News and Events tab for more learning resources. 
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Glue

https://youtu.be/-TApV-VDkBY
https://www.puzzles-to-print.com/
https://youtu.be/-TApV-VDkBY
https://www.puzzles-to-print.com/

